We are concerned with the following question: If M is the closure of the complement of a regular neighborhood of a knot in S3 and if 7Ti(Af) contains the fundamental group 5 of a closed (orientable) surface F of genus g, does there exist a nonsingular surface F of genus g in M such that i*irx(F) = g? If this is the case we say that g is carried by F. In this note we show that if r5 is a normal subgroup of 7Ti(M) then 5 is not carried by a surface FE M.
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In [5] Waldhausen gave an example of an irreducible (orientable) 3-manifold N such that irx(N) contains the fundamental group of a torus which is not carried by a nonsingular torus (in fact this N does not contain any incompressible closed orientable surface). The referee also pointed out a paper by Feustel and Max [7] , in which it is shown that if M is a complement of a nonprime knot a fundamental group of a torus need not be carried by a torus.
We are in the piecewise linear category. The notation and definitions are those of [3 ]. . Then by a well-known construction (see [5] ; the proof of Satz 1.2(2) holds also in case that M is nonorientable and P2-irreducible)
we find an incompressible surface G in M, dG = dM C\G, such that i*irx(G) is conjugate in irx(M) to a subgroup of Z (where i:G-^*M is inclusion). If M were closed, G would be closed, which is impossible.
(b) We claim that every boundary component of M is incompressible.
For, suppose GEdM is compressible, then by the loop theorem and
Dehn lemma [4] we find a disc DEM, dM(~\D = dDqkO on G. Cutting M along D we get one component M' or two components Mx, M2 and such that either in(M) **ir\iM') * Z or irAM) «7Ti(Afi) * wiiM2).
Since g =tti(M) is not a free product and not cyclic, the first case can not occur and in the second case we have, say 7n(ilTi) = 1. Since A7 is irreducible, it follows that ATi is a ball and hence dT>~0 on G, a contradiction.
(c) Let G be a boundary component of M. Then uwiiG) EtriiM) (where i:G-*M is inclusion) is a subgroup of %. Since G is compact, this subgroup is of finite index in $. (For let p'. G->£ he the covering of A for which p*iniG) =i*iriiG). If p*wiiG) were not of finite index in g, then G would not be compact and 7Ti(G) would be a free group.) Consider the lifting M ol M which is associated to 77Ti(G). M is compact, irreducible (see the argument in Since £ is incompressible ker k* = 1 and ker j# = l. Choosing the basepoints for the fundamental groups in a suitable way, we may assume i* = k*j*. Since i*iri(F) is normal in in(M) it follows that j*7ri(£) is normal in 7Ti(AT'). Hence the covering M' of M', which is associated to j*7n(P), is regular. Let p'.M'-^M' be the covering map and let F'EdM' be a copy over jFEdM', lor which p\ F' is a homeomorphism.
If p: M'->-M' is a homeomorphism, then it follows from Proposition 1 that M' is a line bundle over a surface P* which is homeomorphic to P.
If p is not a homeomorphism, then there exists a component F"Ep~1(F), F"t^F'. F" is a closed surface, since the covering is regular; (otherwise a closed curve I would lift to an arc in F", but it lifts to a closed curve in F'). Again it follows from [6, 5. There are the following cases to consider: (i) P does not separate M. Then there are two copies of P in dM' and M'^FXI. This is a special case of case (a) of the theorem.
(ii) P separates M into two components Mx, M2. Let P* be a surface homeomorphic to P, let G be a surface for which P is a 2-sheeted covering and denote by LB(H) a twisted line bundle over a surface H. 
